
 
 
 
Discover Great Places Through Great Photos  

Streetography, a map-based photo sharing app just released on the iOS App Store, 
enables discovery of places through great photos. 

Streetography's patent-pending user interface shows photos right on a map, cut out by 
the boundaries of blocks, neighborhoods or cities. Whether you're a photographer who 
showcases places or an avid traveler looking for hidden gems in well-visited cities, 
Streetography has you covered. 

“I’ve always loved maps and photos, but they never worked together very well,” says 
Mike Lanza, CEO and founder of the company, “Streetography is the first app that 
makes browsing places on an online map fun and engaging." 

Streetography is free for iPhone, available in the App Store 

Press Assets: Video and Photos 



Take a deeper look into any neighborhood. 
We place high-quality photos on maps to give you a taste of the local flavor of wherever 
your travels take you. 
 
Find new places, keep up with the old. 
Hot Spots shows you the blocks where the most photos are being taken now. Mark your 
favorite places with the Favorites tab, and they're just a tap away. 
 
Places, meet people. 
Sometimes, you don’t want to see every photo of a place. Our filter feature lets you 
choose to see a map that only has your photos. Or only the most recent photos. Or 
photos taken by your peers. 
 
Put your photos on a map. 
Be a part of our community of photographers from all walks of life by uploading geo-
tagged photos yourself, or uploading a photo from a professional camera for which you 
know the location. 

 



DETAILS 
 

• Discover – the main navigation in the app lets users switch between viewing 
modes via pinch-zoom, from viewing City view, to (zoomed in) Neighborhood 
view, to (zoomed in more) Block view and finally (zoomed in most) to Location 
view.  

o City view – see the most liked photo of a city and its surrounding cities 
o Neighborhood view – see most liked photo of the neighborhoods of a 

large city 
o Block view – see most liked photo of the blocks of a city or neighborhood 
o Location view – see the precise geotags of photos show up as pins on 

the map 
• Add a photo – add a photo right from your phone camera’s stored photos, or 

take a new one and choose from built in filters 
o Change location – choose a new location if the one assigned to the 

photo isn’t correct 
• Notifications – get notified when your photo becomes most liked on the block, 

neighborhood or even city 
• Profile – change your picture, and enter a Collection View that lets you see all of 

your uploaded photos 
• Clicking on a Block photo – see the picture in detail, see the block it was taken 

on, and have the ability to like it. Also in this view: 
o Claim it – if the photo is yours, pulled from a different source 
o Flag wrong location – if you’re sure that the photo you’re seeing wasn’t 

taken on that block 



• Filter map – choose which photos you’d like to see on the map by Recency, 
Photographer and age group	   

• Hot Spots – shows the blocks where the highest number of photos are taken 
now 

• Favorites – each photo can be marked as a “Favorite.” This view shows 
previously marked photos 



ABOUT STREETOGRAPHY 
 
Streetography wants to be the best map-based quality photography service out there. 
Already recognized for innovative thinking, we’ve been featured in TechCrunch, Peta 
Pixel and more. Streetography is based in Menlo Park, CA, founded in 2016. Its CEO is 
six-time entrepreneur Mike Lanza, known both for his previous successful businesses 
and for being the author of Playborhood, the pioneering anti-helicopter approach to 
parenting. 
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